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Introduction

Description:
The Comprehensive Suicide Risk Evaluation (CSRE) was developed by the Veterans Affairs Office of Mental Health and Suicide Prevention (OMHSP) with input from field providers, suicide prevention leadership, mental health leadership and suicide risk assessment subject-matter-experts.

For Veterans who have indicated potential risk of suicide, the CSRE is a five-step evaluation used to gather information on suicide history, risk and protective factors, as well as, addresses patient’s levels of risk and suggests appropriate interventions. The National Comprehensive Suicide Risk Evaluation Note Template is based largely on the SAFE-T (Suicide Assessment Five-step Evaluation and Triage), due to its evidence base and its recognition by Joint Commission.

The development of a National Comprehensive Suicide Risk Evaluation Note Template will standardize the process of risk evaluation across VA and ensure that Veterans receive high-quality, evidence-based, validated comprehensive risk assessments.

It is anticipated the template will be completed during an encounter with a provider after positive suicide risk screenings and/or clinical judgment.

One reminder dialog is being distributed with this update:
VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT

UPDATE_2_0_43 contains 1 Reminder Exchange entry:
UPDATE_2_0_43 VA-SUICIDE RISK EVALUATION

The exchange file contains the following components:

REMINDER DIALOG
VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD
VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ID SITE
TEXT (6 CHAR)
VA-OSP SRM CONSULT EMAIL
VA SP 3 LINES
VA-OSP SP RISK MGMT
VA-OSP WARNING SIGNS
VA-OSP HOW FAR FROM SHORE

HEALTH FACTORS
VA-REMINDER UPDATES
VA-UPDATE_2_0_43
VA-SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT [C]
VA-SUICIDE RISK INFO NOT VALID OTHER
VA-SUICIDE RISK INFO NOT VALID MED COND
VA-SUICIDE RISK INFO NOT VALID UNDER INF
VA-SUICIDE RISK INFO VALID
VA-SUICIDE ACTION ARMS REACH OBSERV
VA-SUICIDE ACTION LINE OF SIGHT MONITOR
VA-SUICIDE ACTIONS OFFER CARE AFTER DE
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INTERDISC PLAN IP
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INPATIENT OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ACTION HR 4 APPTS REMIND
VA-SUICIDE ACTION HIGH RISK 4 APPTS
VA-SUICIDE ACTION HR 3 MH REMIND
VA-SUICIDE ACTION HIGH RISK 3 MH VISITS
VA-SUICIDE ACTION RESID CONSULT
VA-SUICIDE ACTION SMI CONSULT
VA-SUICIDE ACTION VOC REHAB CONSULT
VA-SUICIDE ACTION PROVIDE BENEFITS INFO
VA-SUICIDE ACTION SAFETY PLAN IP
VA-SUICIDE ACTION RECOVERY PLAN
VA-SUICIDE ACTION SYMPTON MONITORING IP
VA-SUICIDE ACTION BEHAV ACTIVATION INFO
VA-SUICIDE ACTION OFFER THERAPY IP
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INCR RISK SCREEN IP
VA-SUICIDE ACTION ASSIGN BDRM CLOSE STN
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INCREASE ROUNDING
VA-SUICIDE ACTION SAFETY PLAN RT
VA-SUICIDE ACTION RESIDENT OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ACTION SYMPTOM MONITORING
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REVIEW MEDS
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INCREASE THERAPY
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REVIEW PERSONAL ITEMS
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INCREASE RISK SCREEN
VA-SUICIDE ACTION RECOVERY BUDDY
VA-SUICIDE ACTION LIMIT POV ACCESS
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REVIEW PASSES
VA-SUICIDE ACTION ADMISSION BEDROOM MONI
VA-SUICIDE ACTION ADMISSION BEDROOM ASSE
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REQUIRE CHECK IN
VA-SUICIDE ACTION DEPENDENT MEDS MANAGE
VA-SUICIDE ACTION MONITOR UDS
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INITIATE PSYCHOTHERAPY
VA-SUICIDE ACTION OBTAIN SRM CONSULT
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REEVAL PLAN
VA-SUICIDE ACTION PROVIDE CRISISLINE
VA-SUICIDE ACTION PHARMACOTHERAPY
VA-SUICIDE ACTION MED REC
VA-SUICIDE ACTION INVOLVE FAMILY
VA-SUICIDE ACTION FOLLOW APPOINTMENT
VA-SUICIDE ACTION EDUCATE EMER SERVICES
VA-SUICIDE ACTION PHONE APP
VA-SUICIDE ACTION DISCUSS PURPOSE
VA-SUICIDE ACTION SEE PRIMARY CARE
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REFER PEER SUPPORT
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REFER CHAPLAIN
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REFER PSYCHOTHERAPY
VA-SUICIDE ACTION REFER OTHER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VA-SUICIDE WARN DIRECT PREPARATIONS</th>
<th>VA-SUICIDE WARN DIRECT COMMUNICATION</th>
<th>VA-SUICIDE WARN IND NA</th>
<th>VA-SUICIDE WARN DIRECT NA</th>
<th>VA-SUICIDE PREP BEHAVIOR UNKNOWN</th>
<th>VA-SUICIDE PREP BEHAVIOR YES</th>
<th>VA-SUICIDE PREP BEHAVIOR NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA-UNKNOWN HISTORY OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTS</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MED UNIT TREAT</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MED UNIT OBS</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP INPATIENT PSYCH</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ICU</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED TREAT ADMIT MED</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED TREAT ADMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED TREAT RELEASE</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED WO TREAT</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED WO ASSESS</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP OTHER</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP NONE</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP AMBULANCE</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP POLICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP CRISIS CENTER</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MD TREAT ADMIT</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MD TREAT RELEASE</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MD WO TRTMNT</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT MOST RECENT LETHAL UNKN</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MED UNIT TREAT LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MED UNIT OBS LETHAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP INPATIENT PSYCH LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ICU LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED TREAT ADMIT M LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED TREAT ADMIT LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED TREAT RELEASE LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED WO TREAT LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP ED WO ASSESS LETHAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MD TREAT ADMIT LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE HELP MD WO TRTMNT LETHAL</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL INJURY UNKNOWN</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL INJURY</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL NO INJURY</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL INTERRUPTED UNKNWN</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL INTERRUPTED OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL INTERRUPTED SELF</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL NOT INTERRUPTED</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL INJURY BY OTHER</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL INJURY BY POLICE</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OTHER NOT PROVIDED</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OTHER METHOD</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL AUTO OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL AUTO RUN OFF ROAD</td>
<td>VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL AUTO RUN INTO OBJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SHOOT LOC OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SHOOT LIMBS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SHOOT TORSO
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SHOOT CHEST
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SHOOT HEAD
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT OTHER FIREARM
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DART GUN
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SHOT GUN
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT RIFLE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT PISTOL
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BB GUN
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CARBON MONOXIDE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT PHYSICAL OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT STOP TREAT DUR
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT STOP OTHER TRTMNT
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT STOP MEDICATION
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT STOP MED TREATMENT
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SUFF OTHER DEVICE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SUFF PILLOW
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SUFF PLASTIC BAG
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SUFFOCATION
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT LOC OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT LEGS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT WRISTS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT ARM
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT TORSO
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT NECK
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT HEAD
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT OTHER DEVICE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT SCISSORS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT BOX CUTTER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT KNIFE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT RAZOR
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT WITH TENDON
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT WO TENDON
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT SCRATCH
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT NO STITCHES
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT CUT STITCHES
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL STABBED CUT SELF
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN LOC OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN LEGS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN TORSO
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN WRISTS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN CAUSE OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN BOILING WATER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN CANDLE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN CURLING IRON
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN OVEN
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN LIGHTER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BURN CIGARETTE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT SELF IMMOLATION
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT NOT STRUCK
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT STRUCK
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT JUMP IN FO AUTO/TR
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT JUMP DISTANCE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT LAND OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT LAND WATER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT LAND GROUND
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL JUMPING FR HEIGHT
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT HANG OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT HANG TOWEL
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT HANG BELT
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT HANG SHEET
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT HANG ROPE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT HANG STRING
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL HANGING
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT POISON AMOUNT
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT POISON OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT AMMONIA
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT BLEACH
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT RAT POISON
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL POISON CHEMICAL
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT ELEC LOC OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT ELEC LEGS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT ELEC TORSO
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT ELEC WRISTS
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT ELECTRO OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT UTILITY WIRE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT HOME WIRE
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT LIGHT SOCKET
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL ELECTROCUTION
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN OTHER
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN CAN NOT SWIM
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN CAN SWIM
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN COLD
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN WARM
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN HOW FAR
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN NBOW
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN POOL
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN BUCKET
VA-SUICIDE LETHAL ATT DROWN TUB
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL DROWNING
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD BENZODIAZEPINES
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD SUBOXONE
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD NONOPIOIDS
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD OPIOIDS
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD TYLENOL
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD METHADONE
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD LITHIUM
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD HEROIN
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD FENTANYL
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD COCAINE
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD BARBITURATES
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD AMPHETAMINES
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT ALCOHOL OTHER LETHAL
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT LIQUOR LETHAL
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT WINE LETHAL
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT BEER LETHAL
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL OD ALCOHOL
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL TIME UNKNOWN
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL MORE THAN ONE YEAR
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL WI 7 TO 12 MONTHS
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL WI 2 TO 6 MONTHS
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL WI 8 TO 30 DAYS
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL WI 1 TO 7 DAYS
VA-SUICIDE ATT LETHAL WI 24 HOURS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT MOST RECENT LETHAL
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT INJURY UNKNOWN
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT INJURY
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT NO INJURY
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT INTERRUPTED UNKNOWN
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT INTERRUPTED BY OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT INTERRUPTED BY SELF
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT NOT INTERRUPTED
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT INJURY BY POLICE
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OTHER NOT PROVIDED
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OTHER METHOD
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT AUTO OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT AUTO RUN OFF ROAD
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT AUTO RUN INTO OBJECT
VA-SUICIDE ATT SHOOT LOC OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ATT SHOOT LIMBS
VA-SUICIDE ATT SHOOT TORSO
VA-SUICIDE ATT SHOOT CHEST
VA-SUICIDE ATT SHOOT HEAD
VA-SUICIDE ATT OTHER FIREARM
VA-SUICIDE ATT DART GUN
VA-SUICIDE ATT SHOT GUN
VA-SUICIDE ATT RIFLE
VA-SUICIDE ATT PISTOL
VA-SUICIDE ATT BB GUN
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT CARBON MONOXIDE
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT EXPLOSION
VA-SUICIDE ATT STOP TREAT DUR
VA-SUICIDE ATT STOP OTHER TRTMNT
VA-SUICIDE ATT STOP MEDICATION
VA-SUICIDE ATT STOP MED TREATMENT
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN CAN NOT SWIM
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN CAN SWIM
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN COLD
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN WARM
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN HOW FAR
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN NBOW
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN POOL
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN BUCKET
VA-SUICIDE ATT DROWN TUB
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT DROWNING
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT PHYSICAL OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ATT SUFF OTHER DEVICE
VA-SUICIDE ATT SUFF PILLOW
VA-SUICIDE ATT SUFF PLASTIC BAG
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT SUFOCATION
VA-SUICIDE ATT CUT LOC OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ATT CUT LEGS
VA-SUICIDE ATT CUT WRISTS
VA-SUICIDE ATT CUT ARM
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT ELECTROCUTION
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD SUBOXONE
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD BENZODIAZEPINES
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD NONOPIOIDS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD OPIOIDS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD TYLENOL
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD METHADONE
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD LITHIUM
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD HEROIN
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD FENTANYL
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD COCAINE
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD BARBITURATES
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD AMPHETAMINES
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT ALCOHOL OTHER
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT LIQUOR
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT WINE
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT BEER
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT OD ALCOHOL
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT TIME UNKNOWN
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT MORE THAN ONE YEAR
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT WI 7 TO 12 MONTHS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT WI 2 TO 6 MONTHS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT WI 8 TO 30 DAYS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT WI 1 TO 7 DAYS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT WI 24 HOURS
VA-SUICIDE ATTEMPT NUMBER
VA-HISTORY OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTS YES
VA-HISTORY OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTS NO
VA-SUICIDAL INTENT YES
VA-SUICIDAL INTENT NO
VA-SUICIDE ACCESS TO LETHAL MEANS Y
VA-SUICIDE ACCESS TO LETHAL MEANS N
VA-SUICIDE ACCESS TO LETHAL MEANS PLAN Y
VA-SUICIDE ACCESS TO LETHAL MEANS PLAN N
VA-SUICIDE PLAN YES
VA-SUICIDE PLAN NO
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS MANY TIMES A DAY
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS DAILY
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS 2 TO 5 TIMES WEEK
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS ONCE WEEK
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS LESS THAN WEEKLY
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS MORE THAN 1 YEAR
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS WI 7 TO 12 MONTHS
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS WI 2 TO 6 MONTHS
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS WI 8 TO 30 DAYS
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS WI 1 TO 7 DAYS
VA-SUICIDE THOUGHTS WI 24 HRS
VA-SUICIDE ATT FIREARM
VA-SUICIDE ATT FIREARM
VA-SUICIDE RISK EVALUATION TYPE [C]
VA-SUICIDE RISK UPDATE EVALUATION
VA-SUICIDE RISK NEW EVALUATION

REMINDER SPONSOR
Mental Health Services

REMINDER TERM
VA-REMINDER UPDATE_2_0_43

HEALTH SUMMARY TYPE
VA-SUICIDE PROTECTIVE FACTORS
VA-SUICIDE RISK FACTORS
VA-SUICIDE WARNING SIGNS
VA-SUICIDE ASSESSMENT TYPE

HEALTH SUMMARY OBJECTS
VA-SUICIDE PROTECTIVE FACTORS (TIU)
VA-SUICIDE RISK FACTORS (TIU)
VA-SUICIDE WARNING SIGNS (TIU)
VA-SUICIDE ASSESSMENT TYPE (TIU)

TIU DOCUMENT DEFINITION
VA-SUICIDE PROTECTIVE FACTORS
VA-SUICIDE RISK FACTORS
VA-SUICIDE WARNING SIGNS
VA-SUICIDE ASSESSMENT TYPE

Install Details

This update is being distributed as a web host file. The address for the host file is:
http://vista.med.va.gov/reminders/UPDATE_2_0_43.PRD

The file will be installed using Reminder Exchange, programmer access is not required.

Installation:
============
This update can be loaded with users on the system. Installation will take between 30-45 minutes.

Pre-Install Instructions

If you installed Update_2_0_39 VA-SUICIDE SAFETY PLAN, then you should have already completed the pre-install step below. Both templates use the same hyperlink field.

The install guide is available from the VDL:
This template uses the functionality of setting up a hyperlink in Microsoft Outlook to enable staff to start an email from the template to a national program office contact for questions or assistance. Creating this hyperlink in Outlook before installing the update will make it available for all staff in your facility.

1. In Microsoft Outlook, start a New Email message (as if you are going to send an email).
2. In the body of the email, right-click on the mouse and select “Hyperlink” or “Link” (different versions of Microsoft Office display this differently). The “Link to:” will default to “Existing File or Web Page” (see below).

To create an email hyperlink, on the left side under “Link to:”, choose: “E-mail Address”. Type the following email address in the “E-mail Address:” field: srmconsult@va.gov. As you begin to type, you will see the phrase mailto: appear in front of the email address along with the “Text to display” filling in with the same information. When done typing the email address in, click “OK”. You can leave the “Subject:’’ blank. See below for demonstration of the dialog box filled out.

After creating this hyperlink in Outlook, pre-installation is complete.
Install Example

To Load the Web Host File. Navigate to Reminder exchange in Vista

At the **Select Action:** prompt, enter **LWH** for Load Web Host File

At the **Input the url for the .prd file:** prompt, type the following web address:

http://vista.med.va.gov/reminders/UPDATE_2_0_43.PRD

http://vista.med.va.gov/reminders/UPDATE_2_0_43.PRD successfully loaded.

You should see a message at the top of your screen that the file successfully loaded.

Search and locate an entry titled UPDATE_2_0_43 VA-SUICIDE RISK EVALUATION in reminder exchange

At the **Select Action** prompt, enter **IFE** for Install Exchange File Entry

Enter the number that corresponds with your entry titled UPDATE_2_0_43 VA- SUICIDE RISK EVALUATION (in this example it is entry 90, it will vary by site)
At the Select Action prompt, type **IA** for Install all Components and hit enter.

Select Action: Next Screen/ IA

**You will see several prompts, for all new entries you will choose I to Install**

You will be prompted to install the reminder dialog component:

At the Select Action prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – **VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT**

Select Action: Next Screen/ IA

All dialog components for VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT are new.

Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: **Y** // **Yes**
When the dialog has completed installation, you will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q**.

**You will then be prompted to install the health summary components.**
Choose I to install each component.

You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q**.

Install complete.
Post Installation

1. **Make the Dialog able to be attached to a Personal/Shared template or to a progress note title.**
   
   From the Reminders Manager Menu:
   
   Select Reminder Managers Menu Option: **CP CPRS Reminder Configuration**
   
   - CA Add/Edit Reminder Categories
   - CL CPRS Lookup Categories
   - CS CPRS Cover Sheet Reminder List
   - MH Mental Health Dialogs Active
   - PN Progress Note Headers
   - RA Reminder GUI Resolution Active
   
   **TIU** TIU Template Reminder Dialog Parameter
   
   - DL Default Outside Location
   - PT Position Reminder Text at Cursor
   
   Select CPRS Reminder Configuration Option: **TIU TIU Template Reminder Dialog Parameter**
   
   Reminder Dialogs allowed as Templates may be set for the following:
   
   1. User USR [choose from NEW PERSON]
   2. Service SRV [choose from SERVICE/SECTION]
   3. Division DIV [choose from INSTITUTION]
   4. System SYS [NATREM.FO-SLC.MED.VA.GOV]
   
   Enter selection: **5 Choose the appropriate number for your site. Your site may do this by System or other levels. The example below uses SYSTEM level**
   
   Setting Reminder Dialogs allowed as Templates for System:
   
   Select Display Sequence: ?
   
   148 VA-VETERANS CHOICE NOTE
   149 VA-TBI SCREENING
   
   *When you type a question mark above, you will see the list of #’s (with dialogs) that are already taken. Choose a number NOT on this list. For this example, looking above I see the number 150 is not present, so I will use 150.*

   Select Display Sequence: **150**
   
   Are you adding 150 as a new Display Sequence? Yes/ Y YES
   
   Display Sequence: 150/ <Enter> 150
   
   Clinical Reminder Dialog: **type in the name of the dialog**
   
   VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT then <enter> reminder dialog NATIONAL OK? Yes/ <Enter> (Yes)
2. Setup of Note title
The Comprehensive Suicide Risk Evaluation should be set up as a note title. Add it to the same document class as your other Mental Health notes.

Name: **SUICIDE RISK EVALUATION - COMPREHENSIVE**
VHA Enterprise Standard Title: **SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT NOTE** or **SUICIDE PREVENTION RISK ASSESSMENT SCREENING NOTE**

Comprehensive information on Creating Document Definitions can be found beginning on page 47 of the TIU/ASU Implementation Guide

3. Associate the reminder dialog with the note title or shared template in CPRS.
To do this, go to Template Editor, then Document Titles, select the appropriate folder (if applicable), and choose New Template (top right-hand corner).
1. Type in the following information:
   Name: **Suicide Risk Evaluation - Comprehensive**
   Template Type: **Reminder Dialog**
   Reminder Dialog: **VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT**

   Next, type in the Associated Title, which in this case is:
   **SUICIDE RISK EVALUATION - COMPREHENSIVE**
   Hit Apply and OK
4. **Add the orderable items within the dialog:**
   There are several sections for referrals, these groups and elements are all classified as local so that you can update or add to or remove elements if needed. Please review with your local services to determine what would be the appropriate order for each section.

   Using the menu, Reminder Dialog Management, Reminder Dialogs, Change the view to dialog and search for the reminder dialog VA-OSP SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT. Within that dialog, you can Search for the following components and edit.

   - Add a quick order that represents a referral or consult for evidence based psychotherapy as an additional finding to the element VAL-SUICIDE ACTION REF PSYCHOTHERAPY.
   - Add a quick order that represents a referral or consult to your Chaplain/Pastoral service as an additional finding to the element VAL-SUICIDE ACTION REF CHAMPLAIN.
   - Add a quick order that represents a referral or consult to your peer support program as an additional finding to the element VAL-SUICIDE ACTION REF PEER SUPPORT. This is a local element and you can change the wording if appropriate to best match your local service. You can also disable this element if your site does not offer this service.
   - Add the menu name for your consult menu to the option VAL-SUICIDE ACTION CONSULT OTHER if appropriate. In the dialog, this represents Other Referral/Consult. If you do not want a menu to automatically open when the user clicks finish, do not map anything.
   - Add a quick order that represents a referral or consult to vocational rehabilitation/occupational rehabilitation services as an additional finding to the element VAL-SUICIDE ACTION VOC REHAB CON.
   - Add a quick order that represents a referral or consult to PRRC and/or MHICM services as an additional finding to the element VAL-SUICIDE ACTION SMI CONSULT.
   - Add a quick order that represents a referral or consult to residential mental health services as an additional finding to the element VAL-SUICIDE ACTION RESID CONSULT.

**NOTE:** If you require further technical assistance, if there are any questions or problems during the installation, please notify your local IT support to log a national help desk ticket or contact the VA Service Desk and have them submit a national ticket to:

*Category: Enterprise Applications*
*Subcategory: Applications*
*Enterprise Application: VistA - Clinical Reminders*